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The tropical regions include the great majority of 
the developing countries, By 1985 (according to FAO studies), 
the effect of population increases and a certain rise in the 
standard of living in these countries will be to double or 
in some cases even triple the food requirements, which at pre- 
sent are not always properly met. 
The problem is likely to become particularly diffi- 
cult to solve in the dry tropical of West Africa where the 
food crops adapted to these regions such as millet, sorghum 
and some legumes (the most important being coupes : Vigna un- 
guiculata) at present only reach a poor standard of production; 
A-t the world level, the authorities responsible for 
food crop development research have concentrated on the cereal 
crops in the dry regions of Asia where millet and sorghum are 
also found. 
The International Agricultural Rese,arch Advisory 
Group, with its secretariat at the World Bank, and the Techni- 
cal Advisory Committee have approved the recommendations of 
the 3 experts, Messrs CUMMINGS, DOGGET and SALIGER, who in 
August 1971 undertook to a ssess the problems involved in de- 
veloping research in the dry tropical regions of Africa and 
Asia. 
The report submitted by these experts proposed : 
- creating on International Crop Research Institute for the 
semi-arid tropics, to be set up in India (ICRISAT), 
- and, without waiting for -this Institute to be set up or 
the work started, expanding the national or regional re- 
search programmes dealing with these same crops perticu- 
larly in West ,"\frica where the food problem is acute and 
the regionally organized research work already well ad- 
vanced. 
The aim of this report is to define a programme for 
strengthening the existing facilities and to specify the mo- 
dalities for applying it, and in particular, liaison with the 
work undertaken by ICRISAT. 
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1 - MAIN FEATURES OF THE DRY TROPICAL ZONE OF WEST AFRICA 
(ECOLOGIE-CROPS) 
The climate of the region in question comes under the 
semi-arid climate, which may be roughly defined as having a 
rainy season of 3 -$- to 7 months and a dry season of 5 to 7 3 
months. In this zone the climate is uniform to a certain ex- 
tent and the types of soil rather similar (including the tro- 
pical ferruginous group). 
In particular, it covers the territories of the fol- 
lowing States : 
Senegal, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, Northern Nigeria, Nor- 
thern Ghana and :Larger or smaller parts of the territories of 
a number of other states mentioned below in the list of millet 
(Pennisetumf* and sorghum producing countries. 
These two cereals, which originated in lifrica, give 
the some a degree of uniformity from the agro-ecological stand- 
point, and this is emphasized by the leguminous crop : cowpea, 
which is grown extensively. 
In fact this species (Viqna unquiculata), which ori- 
.ginated in Tropical Africa, is not only grown in the dry tro- 
pical zones involved, but also in the wetter zones, which ex- 
plains why it is included in the IITA programme. This should 
not however conceal the fact that the growing area extende 
mainly over the dry zone where cowpca happens to be particular- 
ly important because of its resistance to drought and since 
in fact hardly any other species are known with such valuable 
agronomical and nutritional characteristics for this zone. 
There are a great number of varieties and their adap- 
tation to the harsh conditions described above shows that the 
problems must be treated separately from those encountered in 
the humid tropics. 
-* - In the rest of the text the term 'smillet" will simply be 
used and will 
phojIdes. 
always refer to the species Pennisctum -Q- 
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II - ECONOMICS TIF THE MAIN FOOD CROPS 
The main food crops in this zone are : sorghum, 
millet and cowpea. 
The following table, which is based on information 
taken from the FiiO Year Book for 1969, gives an idea of the 
outputs and yields of millet 2nd sorghum ever a wast area of 
Tropical Africa covering far more than the dry tropical zone 
of West Africn alone. 
! P ! 
! I 
Sorghum -t Millet ! 
! ! 
! E Areas 
I ! 
(ha) ; 
outputs p 
I ! 4-t) ; 
Yields I 
(kg/ha) ; 
:Cemeroun (Narth) ! 
! ,
500 oclci i 35ci 000 ; 700 ; 
iCentral ilf'rican Republic 65 000 ; 45 000 ; 690 ; 
p Chad ; I 047 000 
IDahomey (North) 
; 711 000 ; 680 ; 
.s 
100 000 ; 50 000 
?Ghnna (North) 
; 500 ; 
! 
291 000 ; 156 000 
iGuinea (North) 
; 530 ; 
! 
260 000 ; 150 000 i 500 
!Ivory Coast (Nrtrth) 
; 
! Mali ! 
112 000 ; 64 000 I 570 ; 
i 2 
910 000 ; 757 000 ; 830 ; 
!Niger 300 000 ; 1 060 000 ; 460 
!Nigeria (North)* 
; 
;I0 200 000 ; 6 300 000 
!Senegal (Yorth) 
; 610 ; 
; I 036 000 
ITogo (North) 
; 454 000 ; 440 ; 
; 
312 000 ; 140 000 ; 450 ; 
!Upper Volta 1 975 000 s j I 726 000 .p 870 ; 
* - The seven Northern States represent, for sorghum, 
5 017 000 ha with an output of 2 820 000 metric tons and 
a yield of 563 kg/ha. For millet (6 States) : 4 477 680 ha 
with an output of 2 190 500 metric tons and o yield of 
490 kg/ha a 
The relative importance of millet and sorqhum varies 
with the latitude, the degree of exhaustion of the coils and 
the particular preferences of each population. 
The sorghum is predominant in the Central African 
Republic (100 7;) s Cameroun (86 $) , Chad (74 $,) 9 Toga (71 $,) 9 
Upper Volta (62 7;) and Nigeria (56 ,A). 
In Mali and Ivory Coast, mille-t and sorghum are ap- 
proximately equal, whereas in Niger and Senegal millet is grown 
more then sorghlAm. 
Gegerslly speaking, yields are 10~; for the West 
African countries, on average they do not exceed one metric 
ton) and more frequently they are between 550 and 700 kg/ha. 
As for cowpea (Uigna unguiculata) it is only possible 
to give output estimates that are not so accurate but which 
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nevertheless provide a good indication. Very little information 
is available on the areas under this legume crop and the figu- 
res are so i/ague that they are not mentioned here. This is 
mainly due to the fact that cowpea is very often intercropped 
or grown as a catch crop with these cereals. 
! ! ! 
! ! 
Cowpea ! 
F !- ! 
! TOutput in metric tons i 
E 
Dahomey 
i ! 
1 20 000 ; Mauritania ; 5 000 1 I 
; Niger 75 000 
; Nigeria ! i 7co 000 
1 
F 
j Senegal 1 20 000 
! Togo p Upper Volta: 
25 000 
! 
95 000 ! 
! 
The yields in Niger are approximately 100 to 150 kg/ha 
7% * 
* 
Food crop yields are seen to be generally iow, which 
often means that outputs are not sufficient to meet national 
requirements, and the situation is in fact made even worse by 
other unfavournble factors. 
;\mong these unfavourable factors, mention should be 
made of : 
. lassos due to crop enemies (insects, disease, weeds). 
For Africa, tha FAO World Plan assesses these losses 
(for the whole of plant production) as follows for 1970 : 
Losses due to insects : 13.0 $ 
Losses due to disease : 12.9 % 
Losses due to weeds : 15.7 7s 
This situation is found in the semi arid region of 
African whose characteristic features are finally : 
a) - a latent of intermittent food shortage : production, 
which is for consumption by the population that grows 
the crops, is sufficient in good years but insufficient 
in bed years, 
- rising irnports of food produce, rice, wheat, vegetables, 
etc. 
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This is partly due to the lzck of production crga- 
nization, insufficient knowledge on requirements and 
outlets, and also the fact that the consumers are to a 
certain degree turning away from products which involve 
very demanding post-harvest processing (threshing, mil- 
ling, cooking, etc. ). From this point of view, pearl 
millet provides a very revexling example. This cereal 
is in fact still the staple and preferred element in 
the diet of the populations in the zone. It will remain 
so for a long time, in spite of 3 justifiable desire to 
diversify nutrition, providing, however, new rapid techni- 
ques are fcrmulated to mike it as simple to prepare as 
rice 2nd wheat. 
b)- The present low standard of productivity of the farms 
which are smsli and characteristically use hardy plants 
and manual labour, and will remain almost completely self- 
sufficient until a cash crop is introduced. This standard 
can only be raised? as it must be, by intensive research 
efforts on undertaking fundamental research and combining 
it on the rural f;jrms. 
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III - PRESENT RESEARCH ON FOOD CROPS IN FRENCH AND IN 
ENGLISH-SPEAKING AFRICA 
A) Existing scientific facilities in West Africa --------^---------^-------------~------------ 
All the food crop problems of the dry tropical zone 
have formed research subjects that heve been dealt with for 
more than 2 decade in the tropical region of tiest Africa. 
This research work hes m<::inly been undertaken within 
the frnmework of two structures : 
- in the French-speaking countries, by IRAT, based at the 
Bambey Centre (Senegal), 
- in the English-speaking countries from the Institute 
of Agricultural Research, Samaru (Northern Nigeris), 
which belongs, to the Ahmsdu 3ello University. 
1 . Institut des Recherches Aqronomiques Tropicales 
(IRA-T) 
This body, which works within the France-African 
Co-operation framework, carries out its research programmes 
for the semi-arid zones on ,s regior,al basis consisting of : 
A regional centre, a subsidiary centre and a network of 
stations in four States in French-speaking West Africa : 
Senegal, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger. 
The stations are sited to take into acccunt a divi- 
sion, along the 800 mm isohyet, into two ecological zones, 
mainly with regard to variety improvement constraints. 
- Ear1.y variet.y zone (rainfall of less than 800 mm) 
. Main Centre : 3nmbey Ccntre (Senegal) 
. Network stations : Terna (Niger), 
Richard-Toll (North Senegal) 
Kogoni (M::li) 
Ku10 (Niger) 
- Late variet!: zcne (rainfall o-f mere than 800 mm) 
. Subsidiary centre : Upper Volt3 <at present Saria, 
but it may be set up at Farako-Ba, 'I! station near 
Bobo-Dioulasso, which wculd be very desirable). 
. Stations : Farnko-Br? (Upper Volte), 
Ina (North Dahomey) 
Sotuba (Mali) 
Scfa (Senegal, Sikasso (Mnlif 
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The staff is divided between the Bambey Centre 
(Senegal), which takes the largest share, and the stations 
both in Sencgcl and the other States in the region (Mali, Upper 
Volta, Niger). 
To carry out its research on millet, sorghum and 
cowpea s the Bambey Region21 Cnntre has : 
2 plant breeders 
1 ogropedologist 
1 PlCirlt pathologist 
1 agronomist 
In addition, the following specialists devote most 
of their work to these crops or related problems : 
1 entomologist 
1 bioclimatolcgist 
1 physiologist 
1 specialist in agricultural machinery 
1 agricultural economist 
1 speci-list in farming systems 
1 expert in ore-extension work 
A full-scale study nf the practical application of 
research results is made in the actual environment within a 
spccizl experimental framework in which research workers and 
developin~nt officers wcrk in assacintion : Experimental Deve- 
lopment Units, 
In liaison with the Bambey Centre, the existing re- 
search network for millet, sorghum and food legumes in the 
countries of the Region includes : 
'1 plent breeder and 1 agro-pcdologist in Upper Volta 
1 plant breeder and 2 agronomist in Niger 
The -Financial costs of the corresponding programmes 
represent an annual expenditure of $ 900 000, half of which 
is provided by France and half by the African States concerned. 
2. The CYI European Development Fund finances a special re- 
search project on millet a-t Bambey, whsch 1s managed by IRAT 
end employs 2 geneticists (provided by ORSTOM) and a physiolo- 
gist (IRAT). 
.- 
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3. The Institute of Aqricultural Research of Ahmadu Be110 
University (IAR) a-t Samaru (Northern Nigeria) with the Joint 
Project 26 (OUA/STRC) g roup of research workers, consisting of : 
1 geneticist millet-sorghum (20 s) - maize (80 $) 
1 entomologist millet and sorghum 
1 plant pathologist millet-sorghum (80 $) - maize (20 $) 
1 soil specialist millet-sorghum (40 7;) - maize (60 $) 
To this team must be added the IAR research workers 
(cf. Annex IV), ior 3 full-time and 17 part-time research wor- 
kers, representing EI research worker units. The total with 
Joint Project 26 represents 12 research worker units. 
The programme is centred mainly upon obtaining high- 
yieldLng varieties. Joint trials are organized by this project 
un a network consisting of ail the dest African stations con- 
cerned by this programme, snd particularly the IRAT network 
of stations. 
In this way, IRAT, the Rhmadu Belle Agricultural 
Research Institute and Joint Project n” 26 represent a subs- 
tantial body of closely combined research, forming a high qua- 
lity scientific structure. Dividing the research between the 
two main Centres at Bambey and Samaru with their regional sta- 
tions has not at all prejudicad the effectiveness of the re- 
search, quite the ccntrary. 
B) Results obtained --------p------- 
The cnnex to this report gives a summary of the re- 
sults obtained in this zone both by IRAT and IAR, Samaru. 
These research results on millet, sorghum and cowpea, 
involve : 
- creating highly-productive plants, 
- crop protection, 
- studying and transforming the natural environment, 
- intensifying the crop systems, 
- post-harvest technology, 
- stored produce protection. 
These subjects are dealt with in the expansion pro- 
gramme described below. 
Very substantial results have already been obtained 
from the Bambey Centre with the network of stations connected 
with it. The regional basis on which they are obtained makes 
them applicable to the whole of the ecologic.al region of which 
Bambey is quite typical. They have already led to considerable 
applications in the rural environment. 
The existing liaison be-twcen this network in the 
French-speaking States and the research work undertaken on the 
same subjects in the English-speaking countries (Nigeria), 
makes it possible to extend these results easily. 
C) The need for more intensive research -----------I--------_____________p__ 
Bearing in mind the considerable importance of sor- 
ghum millet 9 maize and cowpca as human foodstuffs and for the 
economies cf the countries in the szmk-arid zone, a more 
intensive effort must be m5de to give the farmers in these coun- 
tries a chance to free themselves cf their poverty. To obtain 
high-yielding varieties rapidly and specify their growing con- 
ditions, the research programmes in progress must be expanded 
‘co solve the problems that i-t has not been possible to deal 
h’ i t h e 
This leap forward is only possible if additional 
resources can be utilized to expanc the programme undertaken 
bath in the French-speaking countries (Bambey) and in the 
English-speaking countries (Samaru), 
Apart from the EDF contribution, tha funds for sup- 
parting the teams of research workers at present operating in 
t h e French-speaking countries represent for France and the 
countries involved an annual total of 5,OUCl,OOO FF or slightly 
more than 3 1 ,OOC,OOO, of which half is provided by France 
and half by Senegal, Upper Volta and Niger. 
The EDF programme a-t Bambey represents an annuel 
total of 975,000 FF or !$ 195,000. 
The cost n-f Joint Project 26 is 300,000 B per annum. 
1AR co&s represent $ 102,500 or <about $ 310,000. 
The totnl expenditure for research on sorghum-millet, 
maize and cowpen ii7 ides t A -F r ic a at prcsent therefore amants 
to D I ,800,OOO per annum. 
A further substantinl financial effort cannot be 
expected from Nigeria any more than from the French-speaking 
States or France who at present finance most of the programmes 
in progress. ,\ -id must be sought from c? new outside source, as 
planned by the work of the International Agricultural Research 
Advisory Group which confirmed the conclusions of the CUFIMINGS- 
DOGGETT-S>\UGER Report. 
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I-t is moreover obvious that the food crop research 
prcgramms should bir: expanded in liaison with the work undar- 
taken by ICRISAT,, This work will be useful for Africa and, 
conversely, the results alrc?dy obtained in Africa will be 
vclluable for ICRiSAT. 
It is in this context that the expanded cereal and 
cowpea research progrzmmc for this semi-arid zone of ifJest 
,‘ifricr! hers been planned. Thz conditions for implementing this 
programme will be specified in the last port of this paper. 
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IV - -EXPANDED PROGRAMME . ~_ .._~ .-,- j -. - . . . -.-- w-.- .* 
1 - CREATING HIGH-YIELDING PLARTS .I _- _ ,..~ __ -__.- _.,_-_- .-. _ma-m-:- -. e-u”- 
The foLlowins programmc3 has been formulated by taking 
into consideration the requirements due to the desire to increase 
cereal and food legume outputs -togethEr with the farmers'over,yll 
income and bearing in mind the work in progress which is inte- 
grated in tht: new progrnmme. The expansion programme Frcsupposes 
close liaison with the work indertakrzn by ICRISAT. 
_------ __ilt-__ -“*.11-.--YI 
/ 
;i. Cereal II7;rprrvement/ 
--. :-- -->I-..-.--.ly-.-,e- 
The crogrammc: obvicusly includes continuing the work 
at present being undzrtzken. The main objectives of this work 
are bric:f!-y recelle here : 
- reducing the lzngth of the straw on -the local varictics : 
obtaining strzw/grain rat_ios of about 2, the only ones 
likely to make advanced culture1 techniques more profitable; 
- shortting the cycle:, which is warran%cd for physiologicel, 
agronomic and plant prctcction reasons; 
- obtaining grzins with the desired technological,, organo- 
icpttc and nutritional characteristics; 
- research to obtain good nutritive qualities, and in parti- 
cular higher protein contan-ts, a proper ba1anc.o of amino- 
acids and the presence of the more valuable amino-acids 
such as lysine or methicninc; 
- rescerch into disease-rtessitant varieties; very special 
attcn-tizn must be paid to this aspect of the work, since 
vari&y rcsT.stance forms the best crop protection method 
and is to bt: prefzrrzd to a-I.1 others which will, of ncces- 
sity, be morE costly. 
For thiz two main cerl;c31s, it is worth dcfininf the lines 
of research within the gen:.;re!I. plen. 
- Pearl millet - -- .e-..---d-L"_-e-d 
The dwarf _ . . . millets of the czr::al type form the subfi1r;c-t __-_ _- _ - -.-. 
o-f the EDF Project (URSTOM-IRAT) carried out under En agreement 
with th:: Senegal Gov,-:rnernrnt. From the existing plantsit is plan- 
ned to create F n:w typz ~7 pleni; with characteristics specified 
by physiological rests rch (length of internodes, l!.:af habit 9 
e-tc * 1; t h i s n :; by’ 4;. y p :, w i 1 J. h a v 2 .‘; 0 b:; adepted to agronomical needs 
and 9 in particular, mze-t yield requirzmcnts, 
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A.i; th;: end of the selection work it is hoped to obta 
typzs yielding 7 t/ha by using the synthetic varieties, and 
perhaps even simple hybrids created with stcrilt: male lines. 
_E_x&oitin_g the Dlan-i;s created in this way, which is _.__^ -...-_-..m AmIcI- .-.-- -- -- 
in 
partly planned in tha Proj?;ct, may be carried out more intensive- 
ly by working on a regional basis for the different areas in the: 
zone. 
Furthermore, it has been shown that in the Ssvanna 
countries and undi::r farming systems inthere irrigation cannot bc 
applied 9 only annual fodder crnps could provide a sufficitint 
amount of dry metter and, not;:bly, pEarl millet. 
Fzcding drsught animels 2nd fat stock is a major concern 
for this region and a seliction~roarammc: for millets of the fodder I_ipI_c--LIy.~u-~ -.urh-~mued--- I --.- p-pyI-i---.-.-A.--- 
_tye which c3n be grown on a largs scale with mechanized forming 9 
msy prove to bz very advisable. 
This work should bc undertaken immediately, since the 
fodder asp-ct has not been included in th- selection criteria of 
this project and very valuable types could bc irrctricvably lost, 
It is worth r:~m~mb:~ring the importance thet the sclcc- 
tion work should i3t-tzch to charsctr;rs of resistance to “mildcwvi 
(Sclsros_pprs aramqnicola) particularly for the dwarf vzrictizs. .-m~*--- -~---A---.&~---- _- 
Smut (Tol,y_e-qsgorium penicillariac) must also bc taken into consi- - a.-~ -a----_ .._--I__-_I- 
well as possibl:; rcsistancc to sugary disease (&ha- s-- derl?tion, as 
celia sori;lhi -..-a------ ~.--. 
i rt the Sudan 
) and borers. Striga s EI serious problem on millet 
zone end hss not ytit bc:?n studied as is required. 
Work on cresting dwarf varictics with good grain qu;3- 
lities (horny tExturc, no brown lFy2r, grain that is ivory or 
with a y-:llow endospcrm, resistance: to mould and fusarium) which 
are z:ariy (100 days from sowing to harvest) to semi-early (120 
days) shrjuld be: spzcdcd up. Good g:<netic foundations exist zlrtl,?dy, 
They should be incrcasad and, bearing in mind the high pntcntials 
of this c[;r221, grc3gtcr r=sourcEs should bc utilized in carrying 
ou-i; sel::ction lqork with, in particular, the physiolmgist, plant 
pathologist and entomologist op::rating in corJzjuncti.on with the 
p].an-l; brCedc:r. 
Thtl suitability of F: second grow'ch of sorghum may also 
bc stud izd, togzthcr with th:: drought-r=sistFncE character within 
-the fremework of joint studi;>s by -l;hi: geneticist, physiologist 
and bioclimstologist. 
Serious d;?msg:, is caused by a root disease in Rigeri-?,. 
The cause is unknown and -kho diszasi? nr,cds to be studied. 
For -this spcci-s, just as for millEt, sciection work 
must provide ?n sconomic solutinr to the problem of p"rasitt-. 
rzsistanco. In -Lh:; case:of sorghum, thy most import-n-t problem 
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seems to bi:- that of the sorghum shoot fly (Atherigona sp.f; a -A.-_ a. -_*.-a" 
resistance to the Cecidomyic: (Cantarinia sor~hjx~~~~~,) is still 
a permanent objective. S-trigs is causing grc5-L cone-rn in 
Nigeria and throughout the wc-tt;:r part of thr: zone involved. 
Seli:ction work in thL: IRAT stations is at present 
dell under wsy through the proc<zss of crc;ssc;s and extracting 
lines from the desccndznts, and by using hetcrogencsis and 
creating ?daptod stprilc male lin:ss (height, ra-i;c of maturity9 
grain quslitics) which are already ~~1.1 advanced. 
A numbzr of improved v‘?rizties zrz already available. 
Further progril-,ss howEver n?cds to bz madr: in rcscarch into short- 
cycle; pl-=in-ts with grouped inflorzsccnccs Whose grain chErxctcris- 
t i c s mEct consumer rzquirem::n%s. 
It is ,ssentLzl to fromul.a"i- very high-yiElding vzri;3- 
tics 9 a IL t h r: m o r e s o ES crop prot:;ction trcetmcnts still appear 
to by net-ssary. 
Sttidies must bc czrricd out on the type of growth, 
morphology and flowE:ring and fruiting phenomena on Via~t-12. Subs- 
tnntial progress in variety improvement depends on these studies. 
This l::gumi-; h,Ts been the subject of work in th:: tern- 
perat: and sub-tropical zones. 
It appears to bs of ~2 r i: C -t vnluc; for development in 
the sr!mi-orid zones : efforts must thcreforc bc mad:2 to crcatr: 
v 3 r i c t i i' s ,7daptr:d to the trapiccl rigions with accsptabl:; yields 
for local consumption. 
This work hss already been stzrtcd in the humid tropics 
it should bc cxtcndcd to the dry -tropical zone. 
2 - BASIC SEED PPODCUTION - SEED AKJLySJs -_~-^.--.L ----_~&.- A-'-.- ___--__ ~__ -._ -_-- ___ 
This par-i; of thz prsgrammr, nezds to be expzndnd. I-t 
is morecv3r in Full cxpension, but it is elready th- subject 
of a Europcnn D vr;iopn-n-t Fund sp::cicl prcjzc-2 : so th-rc is no 
need to plan grec?ti;r rzsourc:;s. Ie should howc;v,-r bc noted -that 
this progr:mmc is inadcquat: from som;_: points of view, and pcrti- 
cul::rly with rcgc.rd to tht trairing of officers -Lo take chorgc 
of‘ producing hybrids. 
3 - CROP PROTECTION --.. - I.-.C1--.-1--I-- 
For ,?I1 aspzcts connzct-,d with understanding the pro- 
ccsscs of vzri-ty r:2sistzncc, -the amphasis must bc pieced upon 
plan-t pathology ; in sntomology, spzcini zttzn-tion should b:: 
p ;:I i d t o thk prohI:--ms of -the vi-tolity of pest populetions 9 thr: 
reasons for thz veriations and, in this WFY, to research in-to 
agricultural and biological control methods which are garterally 
prcfzrzblc to chzmiczl control 9 h!hich is too txpansive. The 
main problc;ms to bi: s-i;udicd z_‘rc zs fOl.lObJS “, 
- Millst - -.--. a.---_. 
M j, 1 rj ;: $J - Rc,scc7rch into ‘ihi; conditions for genetic 
dctLrmination of varir:ty rzsistsncc znd, more: particularly, stu- 
dying -tht, wey in hh:ich th- fungus pznctratzs -the plant and for- 
mula-ting an inoculation tcchniquc for Sclerosporz qrTminico1::. %---- YL n--A --.-.-I_ -.-J-d 
Smut (ToL\/pos_Forium~:icill~rriE!~~) should also bz --.A- a . ..- s--.- e ..- -.~.-----. 
s-kudied from -the v~rirty rcsis-koncc stclndpoint rzthcr thzn through 
$1 i 1 1 1: ‘c 'borers", perticul,zrly Aciqonz ig_ncfuswlis, r?re I.--m - _ .L -..a- --..&----.I 
likely to become mart:: s:Trious l+Jhzn th;: dwarf v~~r~~;~ti.~s bxing 
studied have bc2.n obtzinr:d. Nor-;: resistant vGrietic;s should bc7 
chosen p and th:i rn-thods of r,sistencr: riced to bc detzrmincd 
znd biologic?1 control di:vt-loped. 
- Snrqhum - I--. -a_ . . 
IYould on the grzin forms the most important plsnt 
pathology due to thz susccptibili'y of many nc:w voriztiss 2nd 
the f3c-t that sslzction work is eimsd r-it zn cr?rly harvest bcfor;: 
thz znd of thr: rains. Solutions ncdd to be found. 
The sorhum shoot Fly (Athcriqonz SD.) is B vEry serious -^.I.Iv-II--p-L^ - 
probZcm in India and must bs taken into accaunt when the hiqhJ.y 
proi:itabl:: varier:-i;ics zre studied, since semi: arz particularly 
susceptible tc? attacks. Thz crj3:;ri.z for this susccptibili-?y 
studied form 1 gznEra1 stzndpnint 9 1~~i1.1 have to bc carrirzd over 
t o i. h c conditions in Africa, 2nd -the cyclr; ;nd vitality of the 
i.nsi;ct determinc:d according to th; climats and znawj-ng methods. 
Thus 9 in Senegal znd Nigeria, serious attacks only occur on late 
scwings o 
For the cccidomyic; of thz panicle, Con-karinia scahi- -- _. -----.-_l 
colci, which h?s alreedy b-cn s-tudizd p it r .--_ .- _ is worth zx?mining th; 
conditions under which i-t muitiplF_:s in terms of thz cropping 
sys-kerns. S t u d y i n t i t s v i t 2 1 i -"L y should mzkz i-k possible to specify 
the vari--bies Fnd cul-tural c;;JL-ndFrs -to b,l: rzcommdnded for each 
region. HEJ~C xgzinP varlc;ty rcsis-i;Fnc;: is and alemcnt thnt 
should bc studi:.,d in detail, 
L e s t 1 y 9 sorghum bor:;rs may be dcolt; with by res,zarch 
into biologic& control solutions. The sorghum bori-:r is i; serious 
problem in Niszria, in ths K:-tt2.r zrTr?s, the main borer being 
aosscl1ra fusca . -;&.&,--~~--~-.-~ * 
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‘. 
Furth~...:~ studies on -the sntonological fauna should 
lec?d to better kno~til:i;dgE of th- reasons why same species cppe~r 
and rni2y m::ke it p;lssiblr to prr-,vcn-t them. Ncvcrthclzss, chemical 
control will still bc th:: most zppropriatc soul-tion for (2 long 
t rim e  l I-t will b;: :-sdviszb.1a, whi.1:: following thr: progress of 
variety s :, 1 (I-. c t i 0 n 9 to find the most economical trcatmcn-ts for 
the varie-kips 'iha'; moot -Lhc rzq uircments of chemical control 
(short cycle, grouped inflorcsc:;nce, crcc-t hzbit). 
4 - STUDY AT\ID TRANSFORMATION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT .._- ,L-..- ---. --_-- -..e - _ .-A I..^ .S_d --s--1_ - --y---.-.-a --- 
Thz work m::n-tioncc! above must of course be ccntinued 
2nd dcvslaped slang the following lines : 
- regional crop suit,2bility : studyj >g the land, developing 
and stnnd3rdizing <<he rgrociimctological observation nat- 
work : frequuncy analysis of rzienfall ; 
. the port pleycd by organic ma:tcr in th;: soil struc- 
turc; 
. -t h 12 I.nfluence of thr: physics1 st~tc of thtr: soil on 
ths dynamics of w-nter in the:: profile 2nd on the 
water !>utri-tion of the: crops 
- soil fertility maintenance : 
* studying ths CPUS~S of the dctzrioration of the 
soil (clew-nts removed by the crops, oblique End 
vkrtic;Al drainage, fj-xation and insolubilization 
of phosphorus) 
. rxpCrimZnts w i t h n I.: w f CI r m s o f f LG r t - I i z e r w i t h h i g h 
proportions of fer-kilizing ~:lom~:nts. 
Sp3ci31. ;:ttzntion must be paid to the following points 
- the offcc-ts of the diffcr&n-i; tillagE; mi;thods which, pzrti- 
culoriy j-n Nigirin, h,-vc; not y2-t bzci3 nd:;qustz;ly studied, 
- the bolancc, and in pzr-kicu'er the: min;;r,yl bzl-lncc, of the 
semi-intensive systtmc propos-d -nd being tcstsd p ~4 n d 
;sp;,cinlly rapid diagnosis of ;ny Fossiblz phcnomcna caused 
i,>C. . by this innovation : cc-ric1Lncic:s, tcxicity, lyck of balnncc 
(using tisim&zrs in thL: field, in pzrticulnrj. Special -A--- . . - s. x/_e 
mention musk, 52 m2dc of -i;hc hnrmful z~DL:zrsnc::s of sorghum . .-.--.----d.d .-.‘ -- -ilg..-- IXL. --_- .- .-- 
on ‘ch;: fo2_lowing plan-i;s in th= rote-Lion. This probl.r:m 
- I6 - 
should bi: studied tharoughiy, si.nc;z sorghum rnpresznts 
a grc2-i; possibility for 3 Izrge p2r-t of -i;hE: zone in quus- 
i . ti2-on, 
- m 0 1: ~1 thorough knowledgil of thr: dynamics of the minzrzl 
c&;sn'is in the soil leading per-kiculzrly 'CO the notion 
of "he possible supply output zn the soil of nutriznk . ..-L-.--_-.-Y_e. - -.-_- .-j.h.- - - -.- I_.- -- 
elcnc:nts for the cu!_tivaCzd plant, 
- bringing this ‘soil o~-Lput to khe same lzvcl as thn 
E!,zn-k 9 s immc:dj-st-- .L-L-------~ ~, - rzouirFmznts during its dif::Ereiit stogcs -,-L.-_,L.---L,-- 
of grOw-Lh and devzlopmznt and its absorption capacity, 
especially with the new plznt morpholoqiccl structures ----.-- ~----.A- - --a---A_L-.... -* 
described above:, 
- physiolcgic:zl. dic?gnosis 9-r the diffcrrnccs be-twecn the pas- 
sibl_c supply sutpu-L 2nd the requirzmznts or absnrpticn 
. c c z p a c 1 -L y ; usinq new m:Ahods, such E!S .'SED dizQnosiss, e--.4 -.- _ c-.-n 2 ~..~ -_ 
sr;cm -t o b ;: p r> r t i c u 1.~ rl_ y d c? s i r 2 b i :: f o r t hi s 9 
This is, ES i-L hnppcns, 'shr: CC?SE fcr COWO~C~~~_-~~~~ -..- s ..!-A. _ - 
C- nd AraEundn.uk-t_s., .-,. ei- plants for which the process cf nitrogen fix?- 
'iion by rhizobium :nd the; restitution of this fixed ni-trogcn 
undi:r the spt:cial conditions in Lhc dry tropical zone ncc;ci tc 
b L s t udi2d more thoroughly, or even detErmined in some cases, 
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existing spccizlists in soi? science, soil physics, physiology, 
p?.ant brec-!lng, zgricuiturel nachinzry znd ecnnomics, without 
w t7 0 r;i -L~LSC twc-n.zn teor1s woulti not SC abln Co Explain or contrc;I 
tt-L phenomena they prmducz e 
These t~~:cns should wr;rk both on dry CIYOPS~ by 
s-kudying thr: adviszhility of providing supplzncntcry irrigation 
or liniting thr: rxquirenznts (wind-brczks), end at thz nicro- 
hydr?uiic 1cv:rI (sn~ll drcinnge basins 2nd velJ.cys) 13s well 
c s 0 n I 3 ‘r q c: - s -3 c ,; 1 c: h y d r 0 - r- g ri c ii .I_ t u r 2 1 devzlopnznts. 
Their progrzmr;:? would include studying &he following 
sub Jec<;s : 
- wntr:r rzqui rr:nc:n-ts cf the crops -according -to their dcvelap- 
~1 e n t ,c. n d th:G clina-i;: p 
- rcsE;Z7rch in-L= vzrie-tics with the hcst wn-tcr use coefficient 
- economic s-tuditis on the grcss increases in producticn and 
!:h, nzt incomes Cz?ecorciing in th:: dcvelopnent systems 2nd 
zmtjunts c;f wsq ar7r applied. 
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5- INJE!SIF~CATION OF T&E CROPPING SYSTEMS 
As has be&n shown, the work on intensifying the crop- 
ping systems requires the collaboration of various specislists : 
2grOi7oR3iStS I specialists in agricultural mschinery and zgricul- 
tural economics. 
The Experimental Development Units have proved to 
-form ,2 suitsblc resc.?rch ,structuro, now that the p'running-infr 
and adaptation period has come to an end. 
The work zlre?dy undertaken must be continued, and 
special emphasis will be placed on economic studiss -that have 
3 particularly important pzrt to pl:ly in this research work. 
6 - POST-HARVEST TECHNi;iOGY 
Proqrnmme 
- tJre:7shinq in the fieid or on the farm, the technical aspects 
(perfecting -ih::; machines) 2nd psycho-economic advantages of 
mechclnizing this operation. Yj mille-t threshing mcjchinc has 
been perfectad 2’~ B.mbey. I-i is suitable for us;: n'c the vil- 
lage level. 
- storinq, on the farm 2nd at thz co-operative. These studies 
moy 1~-7d to dealing with drying methods which mey prove cs- 
sen’ci,al in the wet-ter zones (in e'-?rs, panicles or grain). They 
should be undert-lken with ths spec.islist in stored produce 
product pro&actio, since 3t this level the damage caused by 
insects ant! fungi m2y ‘b;: serious (for milld snd sorghum as 
wzll 2s for cowpe,~). 
A-t this stage a study should ;ilso be mads of the effec-t o-f 
pesticide treetmen-ts rJpplicd in the field or during pre- 
storage. 
- erocessinq the qrain (shelling snd milling) on ths farm or 
at the co-operetive, in conjunction with the Food Technology 
I,nstitute 9 D? k?r) and SOTRANIL, Zinder (F,20 Project) which 
deal wi-th the ~:;f;i;er on an indldstrisl level. 
- economic zssessm::nt of production costs on the fzrm for com- 
pz:rLsori with tha possible mr;rket prices, according to the 
possible foreign end lhom;r: mark::ts o 
This study is psrticulzsly importcn-t for -the cereals, 
if it is $3 s s u m e d t h a -t t I? @  \/ d -7re to 'SC: trrnsformed into meat : 
- setting a ceiling price for production, and compc?tii>i- 
lity with the economics cf the more ir?tensive systems 
proposed. 
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- seiling the unpronessed cereals on the farm or making 
the maximum use of them by fattening stock on the same 
fqrm, ,,"P 
,&.&2 y;; 
l..X-A 
7-- STORED PHCI9UCE PRilTECTION & ,:2* ,&A”- -h 
i ..-q 
The protec-Lion 0-F hnrvested seed forms by itself a 
consider?blz and essenti71 field of researchiYfor cowle2. 
P L 
Exh2us%ive studies for osscssing losses must be 
undertaken while zt the szme time the following work rilust be 
continued : 
- zssearch, in the stations, on stornge installs-Lions and 
techniques 
- experiments p in the rural environment, b,acked up by the 
network of sub-stations and trir:l sites, on applying these 
techniques, 
+ special emphasis will be placed on harvestiny and pre- 
storage techniques likely to improve the conditions for 
storzgc proper. 
! 
By their very exampit: a~nd the n-7ture of the work they 
undertake, the research workers can encourage the young A-Yricans 
working with them to take this work. Since few people in Africa 
are going in for resc2rch, It is important to promote this 
cereer by providing scientific training. The research centres 
where the progr3mmes are cqrried out have an essential part 
to play in the pre-service and in-service training of African 
research workers and technicians. 
Koreover, a rezl effort is z.lready being made along 
these lines : 
The Samaru C-ntre p which is directly connected with 
the University, is very much involved with training, since most 
of the 1;IR roscerch workers teach at the University regularly 
and recclve trninaes who ~3~2 preparir?r; various types of theses 
up to the highest level. 
although it does not have the szi~12 facilities as 
S;3mzrLi, ths Bambey Rdszarch C;=n'i;rc acts, in fact, as R practical 
scientific training cen’;re for young African graduates who 
are interested in agricultural research. 
‘7 I "qter their years c7i.t iiniversity or higher education 
insti-tutes where they h-vc: been awarded a diploma or a degree 
in science, these young people gencraliy follow e one or two 
year specialized scientific trair;ing is completed by a full 
year at Bambey, to obtain ‘Fon the spot'? axperience of research 
work. 
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But zt the present time the scope of these efforts 
is still limited and in practice it is still necessary to send 
the ycung re search workers -to Europe or -the United Statds to 
finish their training. By increasing the scientific facilities 
and formir;g teams of specialists, it would bc possible for the 
new graduistcs tc work under the best conditions and be given 
complete training on the spot znd, in close licison with the 
University of Daka:r, obtain the corresponding University diplomas. 
This tr;?ining work obviously implies proper equip- 
ment and in parLicul:>r accommodation facilities which in some 
cases (at Eambey, notably) ;ire r;o-t provided. ;I full-time spccin- 
list should be put in chzrye of this wcrk. 
-’ Lt - 
‘J - INPLEMEYTIRG THE EXPANDED FaOGRAMME .--_a C-.-.-,,-.. - -- ^*- --.- -- . 
i;n assumption may rsasonahly be mzcie : that over the 
coming yeess) thE French-speaking j;.iziczn Sta-kes involved t Nigeria, 
IFrance, the !Jni-ted Kingdom, EfiF and iJS.AIB, vill, for Joint Pro- 
,ject no 26 under OACI, continue to provide the same resources as 
at present ,, 
The oniy problem involved therefore is to find funds 
-For the extra facilities required for expanding the programme and 
combining the new and the existing facilities. 
Dn th?s subject, three questions must be considered : 
. determining the extra facilities required, 
. the cost of the programme, 
e structural orq2nization. 
lo) The follok,Jr?ing table shows -the number of research workers 
enq2aed on --- the~ooramm?s in proclresc : ..- _eoII.. b4.-.- -.._--. -._-- .--_ A-- 
- _  .---.__l--_l_.- - a-  
l 
Plan-t impravcment 
Physiolog!! 
Crop protection 
Soil study 
Sioclimatolog~~ 
i!,gronomy 
Agropedology 
Agricultural economics 
Farming system, 
agricultural machinery 
and pre-extension work 
-I_-Y-U.m -.- _--. .w.- 
Total number of 
I 
research workers 
-U-a.i--.l-... F.--_IIC-.._-.-". -- .A&. 
(PT) = psrt -time. 
2 gcncticists 
2 plan-t bree- 
ders 
2 (including 
1 F-F) 
1 plant p&ho- 
loc_iis-i; 
1 zntomolo~ist 
(PT) 
1 zgropcdolo- 
2is-t 
1 (PT) 
1 
-.-w-m .a. -- 
UPPER VOLTA 
2nc 
rid I G E R --.._c.~.~IIy~ 
2 plant ibrec- 
dess 
lo- I agropedo 
gist 
1 
(5 ) amaru 
_( K aiylo -,m& 
5 geneticists 
(including 
2 PT) 
1 :(PT) 
2 plant patho- 
1osis-t 
2 entomologists 
(including 
2 PT) 
7 
2 
3 
tx 
(PT) 
3 (PT) 
d-,-u --....--_d -..m --- 
12 
ayy- --.-,- --- 
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The followinc! -table Gives the extra staff requirements 
needed to carry out the expanded programme as stated in Chapter IV. 
““-Y---_--=.---w ..-a .  *  
SUSJECI“ 
Plan-t improvement 
Physiology 
Crop pro'cec'cion 
Weed study 
ClimaLz study 
iAGronomy 
hcjropedology 
Farming system 
Experiments 
Technology 
Stored product 
protection 
Trainin 
__*--.I xec.-.-_-. 
SITE 
1 sorghum 
plant 
breeder 
1 cowpee 
plant 
breed2r 
I physiol. 
1 
4 
I acJr:Lcult 
economis 
I 
- - a- L  A..-- 
LJPPEii VOLTA 
I- 
I sorghum 
plan’c 
breeder 
I millet 
piant 
breeder 
1 en tomol. 
1 
I entomol. 
--.,a.- -.- -1 IU 
s A Pi ii R u 
-a- - -. ---.* 
1 sorghum 
plant 
breeder 
1 physiol. 
I entomol. 
1 
L& -tie--. I_- 
3 
-- - -...-.w 
1 millet 
plant 
breeder 
1 soya, 
cowpea 
plant 
breeder 
2 
1 
- 
6 
_Y - 
.A .mv--b” 
TOTAL 
---.a 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.I 
22 
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(1) - New requirements needed by 1.k.R. - Those requ<.rements are 
expressad supposing the appointmen-ks of Joint Psoject 26 
renewed. If that project ended (for 30th June 1975) the 
aFpO1WhE?llts now supplFed by the project must be involved 
in the following table, So they would be provided for in 
the budge-k -Prom 1975. 
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20) cost of the ex,nanFion ~~o~-rn~ (in US 8) --wj-.- A ---_ -M---L-.. 
A - Estimated P L‘-I-T.L..L-I ,-&&Y.... wW,Sresearch-worker unit per a.-rrru-.-Iw - 
annum e.--.-.- 
(1) Staff : 
1 research worker 
6 loca3. technicians 
(2) Recurrent expcnscs : 
., labour and farming expenses 
Y equipment and products 
e inland travclling 
0 foreign -i;rEivel costs 
* miscellaneous 
" administration (IO 5; staff 
and cxpznszs) 
o symposia - conferences 
(con&ribution) 
TOTAL (1 ) + (2) $ 71,800 
34,000 
3,600 
--a4 
43 ,600 
16,000 
4,000 
1,200 
3,400 
200 
2,800 
600 
$ 28,200 
I I  laboratory equipment, 
furniture 
, I  accomodation 30,000 
$ 56,000 
In addition, a special investment 
for an au-toma-tic protein-amino- 
acid an alys er 250,000 
C - Estimstcd _erosrqmme ex&enditure for- -- V-I,lrr-;r_. --i-.__yI---. L -eI.-"l.-~ 
The figures given in (A) correspond to 1972 costs. An 
average annual increase of F! 7; should be allowed for the different 
items, which amounts to the following per research worker per annum : 
Year i : $ 7l,EOO 
Year 2 : $ 77,000 
Year 3 : $I 84,000 
year $ : $ 90,800 
yea; 5 z $ 96,000 
As mentioned on page 22, a further 13 rcscarch workers 
are needed. 
The expenditure is estimated as follows (in US $) 
.p- *,_-.-u .--v-c I 
Year 7 
8 rcs. 
--I- 
workers &LIB-- d. *. a--- _- .a, "
OiJerat_in~ costs I". -- 
I 
1,148,800 
Capi.taldzmdi- pl- 
ture 
. laboratory 8 
equipment. acco 
modation 
96,000 
. special equip. 
i_ 
250,000 
2,294,coo 
Iy~~--7 ---- 
a ii ,-- &,tilq %&.A. 
.-..- -.- ----.. - ,-a A Id - 
Y ear 2 Year 3 
1,711,600 i 1,El48,000 
-y&y-j- Year 5 
13 r.es. 13 res+ 13 res. 
J 
-_u__- 
13 Ices. 
workers workers workers workers _-_ * L*-A_L. ..Q_c a.*- I .,,..I_- -.....I--- 
1,997,600 ‘; 2,112,ooo 
“W ./ 
TOTALS 
__1__-- 
0,~20,000 
1,232,OOO 
250,000 
MS-.,-- -MI- 
10,310,000 
I- 
General total : 10,310,000 iiS $ " -. --.w. -.-*-a- 
a/ 
The -Follo~~;ing elements form the main features of the 
p :c c s e :l -r; f 0 0 c! crop research szructurc in West C\frica : 
- 'the resources iiscd, which are mainly devoted 'CO TWO 
properly equipped centrcs (Cambey and Samzru) with a 
subsidiary centre in Upper Volta, a r ~3 already very 
effective and, through the close: relztions between the 
centres and stations, v-r?/ substantial results have 
alrae dy been obtained ; 
- this structure is financed by different sources, and 
utilized mainly by 3fiP;T and IAR {Ahmadu 8ell0) ; 
- the effectivrness of the :%lork is in no way impeded by 
the financing procedure or the relations bntween these 
Institutes and the African coun-tries ; quite on the 
contrary, the fundamct)tal research has been carried out 
as smoothly as could br: desired. 
The present research potential can only be increased, 
as it must be, in order to implcmen-t an expanded programme in 
close liaison with ICRISAT, by resorting to new financial sources. 
Quite naturally, an application was immediately made to the World 
8a.k Group, 
For the cxpcctcd additional funds to be used as effec- 
tivcly as possible, a co-ordinatcd structure is required. 
This structu-i-e must not upset the existing systems in 
the English or French-speaking Nest k-?rican countries, since most 
0 -F the funds will, in -t h ~2 7 a 4; g r 5: p continue to come from thr; prc- 
sent sources, and the Governments 0-r" the African countries do not 
expect any modifxcatxon t 0 2 system in iJvhich they co-operate 
closely both financially and technically. 
The structure will also have to integrate the existin 
system without changing the prcscnt research procedures9 and 
ensure that the whole of thr: expansion programme is properly co- 
ordinated. Lastly, it will have to make it possible to mobilize 
'L h E: funds from new sources. 
To SOlVe: this problem, an original formula has been 
proposed for co-operation between tha two Institutes at present 
responsible for the programmes in progress (IRAT and the Ahmadu 
Belle IAR in /\jigeria). Both of these Institutes will retain their 
own particular features and responsibilities, hut they will, in 
close liaison, implement tha expansion programme. 
From a practical point of viaw the African Food Crop 
Research Programme for the Dry Zone (PRi;,CAZ) would be implemented 
under the following conditions : 
a) a board of directors -..wl -a-., - ww-A- &-,,,-9 consisting of representatives 
of the countries in which the research ccntrcs are set up, toge- 
-t her w it h rcprcscntat~vcs of IRAT and IkR and, should the occasion 
E;rc:Lse, reprzsen~at2.vcs a-? o-ther scientific aid hodics, would form 
the: body responsible for the gcnc,ral execution of the programme 
2nd in particular, for npprovlng the programmes. 
b) a scientific commi-ttei: consisting of leading A-Frican, 
European, - 
I_ ----e &... 110 _-.a. .*_ -..a 
American or Asian scientists would exeminc -Ihc programno 
and bc responsibls for liaison and co-ordination with ICRISAT. 
The Programme's scicnti fit committee will apoint some 
a f i-t s members to form, with the scientific committee of ICRIS>,T, 
a co-ordinating committee which will determine the links between 
the work included in the Programme and the work undertaken by 
ICRISAT, see that operations are not duplicated and provide for 
permanent exchanges of scientific information between the Pro- 
oramme J and ICRISAT. 
c) The States involved in thz implcmcntation of the - -.-Iu---I- -.- 
Programme (Nigeria, Senagal, Upper Volta, F'diger) undertake to 
make thei-r research centrcs available for the Programma, ensure 
that tht: plants formulated under the Programme may be used freely 
outside their territories, end undertake to accept the conclusions 
of the scientific committao and board of directors for this addi- 
tional prcgrammc which is of regional interest. 
d) The Programmc will be carried ol!t, as at present, 
by IR!-\T and IAR Lvho may, in order to form the research teams to 
bc crcatcd, call kpori research workers of variolls nztionalitizs. 
The management sacre-tarz.ats for the Programmr: and the board of 
directors will be provided jointly by IR?,T and IAR. 
8-i s-tructtire of this t~/pe szcms to provide an appro- 
p r .i ate m c an s for solvino -k h 2 prol-lems involved in speeding up 
folr,d crop rosearch in 'iilgst Africa and for ensuring close: liaison 
with ICRISI\T, 
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The oisjcctivcs of the Progrzmme corrsspond to the 
urgent activities tha-t must he under’cakon to bring about rapidly 
c? substantial improvement in th:: conditions for producing food 
crops in ths dry zones 0-Y West Africa, and thereby improve the 
standard of living05 the populations. 
The planntd s-tructurc: woulti provide for effective work 
and the indcpcndancc of the research workers in regard to local 
cons.Lraints, while c:t the s2n7~ time respecting th:: concerns of 
-the diffcrcnt Govarnmcnts. 
Th:ls implemantcd, 2 Programmt! of this type: would form 
a true regions1 psogrammc. 
The: relations planned with ICZISAT make it possibl:: 
to asszrt thct the funds provided for carrying out the Food Crop 
Reseerch Progrzmmc for the Dry I\-Fricaz Zone. would bc used wissly. 
It is for this reason that the Technical Advisory Committee is 
requested to recommend that it be adopted. 
i 
A N N E X E 5 
ANNEX I 
RESULTS OF THE RESE$RClj 
UNDERTAKEN IN TROPICAL WEST AFRICA w--e.+ -- e 
& IRAT ---- 
1 - CREATING HIGH .YIELDING PLANTS I..e-l-- I--.-:- 
IRAT has adopted the method of placing the plants used 
in selection work under greatly improved fertility conditions. 
The plants chosen for these conditions will have to continue to 
produce the highest yields under poor fertility conditions. 
The varieties already obtained and those expected in 
the longer or shorter term provide and will provide a wide range 
of more or less perfected plants suitable for varied growing condi- 
tions. 
Improvement work has followed two quite separate lines : 
1) Improving the "traditional'F varieties, This represents the 
initial phase in which it has been possible to obtain very 
rapidly new varieties that are easy to extend since they 
do not require any fundamental changes in cultural techniques. 
The initial yields have been increased by 25 to 35%. 
2) Creating "modern" plants. The plant breeder's work is much 
longer and the varieties created can only be used with highly 
improved cultural techniques. But in return, substantial yield 
increases are obtained, 
- fear1 fu'rillet - -am A-A-Al_-ad 
Synthetic varieties that exploit heterosis to some extent 
have been obteined and can be extended or are in the process of 
being obtained in several countries (yields of 30 quintals on farms). 
Dwarf varieties that enable intensive production techni- 
ques to be used profitably are being created in Senegal, Upper Vol- 
ta and Niger, At Bambey, this research has been in progress since 
1970, using EDF-EURATOM funds, 
dwarf varieties (70 
High-yielding eetly or very early 
- 75 days from sowing to heading) with thin 
stems have already been created, but they are unduly susceptible 
to Sclerospora xr*am.i_17icola --d - --- and various grain characteristics are 
not fully sat&factory. With these varieties, the traditional far- 
ming techniques (soil preparation, spacing, fertilizers) must be 
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completely revised. 
The improved traditional 
creases of 20 %. 
varieties show permanent in- 
Extending these plants does not involve any special 
problems, 
- Sorqhum - a_.. 
Locai varieties have been surveyed and selected by IRAT 
in all the countries where the Institute works on this species. 
Varieties have bsen introduced extensively, with inte- ’ 
resting results in several cases. 
In addition to the processes for creating hybrids that 
may be used in the first generation, crosses have been made with 
a view to extracting lines with combine the agricultural qualities 
of proper adeptation and a suitable cycle with the grain characte- 
ristics of the local varieties. Work is already well under way on 
the methods designed to reduce the high straw/grain ratios and li- 
nes with a height of 1 to 2 m. are being obtained or tested in all 
the IRAT Agencies. They will be selected according to their suita- 
bility for very dense growing and their response to fertilizers. 
Just as for millet, although the improvements produced 
by selection work on the traditional varieties are not negligible, 
they have proved to be limited : the increases obtained amount to 
15 to 25 %. 
The introduced varieties and lines extracted from hy- 
bridization provide far better possibilities. Providing strict 
standards are applied for grein quality, these new varieties may 
be disseminated extensively and rapidly (with yields of up to 30 
ta 40 quintals). 
- Maize - .----A-_, 
Although this is not an important crop in the zone, it 
is tending to spread in the areas where it may be grown with 
sorghum. Mention should be mado of the maize in Senegal which is 
grown over about fifty thousand hectares in Casamancc, which warrants 
work by a specialist to create “composites?? that are properly suited 
to the special ecological conditions in this small area which are 
very different to those in the humid tropics for which IITA under- 
takes selection work at Ibadan. 
A substantial collection of more than 200 numbers from 
various parts of the world is kept at Bambcy, but in fact more than 
800 varieties have already been studied. 
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These varieties have been tested at Bambey itself and on 
a number of trial sites outside the Centre. These trials, which have 
been carried out since 1960, have led to determining an,: initial 
range of varieties adapted to the different areas in ScnegaL wittr 
yields ranging from !300 kg/he to 1 300 kg/ha, but which are not 
fully satisfactory from oi;her points of view, 
Tha variety improvement work in progress is based on a 
number of selection criteria which were studied and assessed befo- 
rehand, These criteria concern : the variety cycle, growth habits 
(grouped inflorescencc), the presence of anthocyanin on the vege- 
tative organs, flowers and pods, size of the seeds and the number 
of seeds per pl-ant. 
The variety cycle is determined by combining sensitivity 
to the photoperiod with sensitivity to -the thermoperiod, thz former 
being the more important. The desired objective is P, a short-cycle 
variety, (75 deys from sowing -to harvest) which is not influenced 
by the photoperiod and only slightly by thz thermoperiod for the 
Northern zone. This represents a collection of recessive characters. 
The growth habit is either creeping or erect. 
The late varieties (short-day) are of the creeping type, 
and the varieties not influenced by the photoperiod are either 
creeping or erect. The growth habit itself needs to be specified : 
a distinction \;:i13- be made between an c;rect habit with indefinite 
growth : twining habit, and an erect habit with defined growth : 
definite erect habit. 
The selection objectives are : 
definite crec-t habit, green pods, cream-coloured seeds with or 
without cream eye> large seeds. 
The hybridization methods hzve been formulntcd. Careful 
use of irrigation in the dry season has considerably speeded up the 
process of cxpboiting the crosses and new vc7rictias are obtained 
after 7 years at the most, which is a definite improvement. 
Two lines have bean sclccted, which are moreover very 
similar -to each other since they RTE descended from the same cross. 
One (N'Diambour No 1) is suitobli: for the Northern zone (Louga), 
and the other (Da01 No 1) for the central zone. Both arc of the 
creeping typo end have cream-czloured seeds. Over 4 years they havo 
- Soya - .d- ._.A 
This plan-t is pra cticzlly unknown in West Afr 2-C”. 
produced en average of 15 q/ha of seeds. 
Two important reasons provide arguments for introducing 
. its i'zssociaJ~ion'i, in the world, with the crops widely found 
in the zone ( groundnuts, sorghum, cotton! p 
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. the great demc;nd in ‘ihe dcvelopzd countries, particularly for 
Ths varieties introduced by IRAT (zt Bambcy in Farticu- 
J.ar) give reason for a certain d::gree of optimism, but in order to 
2dap-t the cycl:, to th;: ecological conditions 9 i-t is nzcesszry to : 
these introductions -From a wider renge of SOURCES 
. maker: selections ctn a regional basis. 
L i3 s t 1 y p it should bz emphasized Chat -the Bzmbey ARC kzcps 
collections of types of sorghum, millet, cowp":~ znd groundnuts, 
Mention h3s zlrzady b%En made of the 200 numbE:rs of Vigna. Out of 
the 1 600 numbers af sorghum and millet introduced over -the 1~s~h 
20 years, 550 numblzrs of sorghum 2nd 50 of millc:t zre st5.11 k:<pt, 
The us.2 of cold s-toragc methods means that -chase pl-nnts only r-teed 
to be grown every 3 yecrs. 
The Bambcy ARC 2150 opera-tes as a true: gene bank for the 
whole of this iAcst African dry region. 
2 - BASIC SEED PRODUCTION - SEED 4NALYSIS --d-e.- ~_li----l.-L--------------- _L _.-e 
To extend thz improved or selected seed of the above- 
mcntionzd species7 it is nsccssary to stit up production and inspec- 
tion organizations for : 
D basic seed 
, s r, 1 E: c -t ;-3 d , ccr-tifiod seed, etc. 
Thi: Govcrnmcn-ks of -the Ste-tt;s involved are t:ngagcd in 
setting up vfSccd ServiccsPf for the secr;nd aspect, at l:?ast for tha 
most ex-~;ensiveiy grown speci:~s (millet, sorghum 2nd cowpe~ for the 
crops concerned in this paper). 
The work on basic seed, which is undertaken by the research 
bodies P will have to be cxp>znd;:d considernbly to cop2 with the diffi- 
cult constraints tha’c zre airz?dy, and will be incre<:singly, imposed 
far producing and axEmining basic seeci with more: sophisticated for- 
mula:: (fixed formulr? hybrids in particular) O 
This a s p c c -L m G ‘k i: s i t ncczsssrv Y t 0 s c -t u p 0 r cxpanci sp~cia- 
lizcd s::rvices bjhasc: production 2nd inspcctlon mz-thods n-i;d TV bt; 
determined rapidly. 
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titular, f 0 1’ 
rescarc h is 
techn?q UCS 
-j-he scled cuJaljety assessment and La-w-L-I, --_^_- --> . . ..A 2 a-- -AA_.. I. ..-a 
urgently nzedcd on adapting or $0 
for the conditions and plents invo 
r- 
1 -- 
vcd. 
A-t the p r c s (3 n t -/-ime 9 only onE: of thC: 5' catcs concerned 
(Senegal) provides this work which is undertaken by IRAT (Eambey), 
Groundnuts are mainly involved, but basic cereal saed inspection 
h as been started and on some occasions szr;d hzs bc:cn supplted to 
Senegal's nsighbouring coun'criE;s. 
3- CROP FROTECTION ..& - .-*- .--.az) _ 
Th:; progrzzmmss 64: prescn? being undcrtzkcn arc centred 
upon studying (to understand 2nd cDntro1) serious diseases, insect 
P EiriZSit2S znd we:?ds, clbou'c which c few d~toils rrz given below. 
4 gre&::r number of scrghum diseeses zre found. Moulds 
on tha grzin lower the qu,a.lity substantially and thsy should bc 
studied thcroughiy. FoLlr smuts zrz known and seed trr;ztmcnt is cf- 
Pective for two icof disscses dcvz;.op to extremely vr;ryling 
-the yarjz-ty 'iypcs and fheir "rue ej"fe:cts on 
output nczd 
Of the most dengcrous insects, men-Lion should be medr, 
0 f the :S orghum shoot fly (Athcriqona WdriDunc-t&a) which should 
be s-tudidd VJi-th a vjpw to o'bt;ining r-sist2c-i; v,sr.ietiese 
S'ccm borer control is mar:; difficul-t but is particulnr- 
iy warrented on th;3 short--stc;mrncd varF~-ti:2s D 
Strip (e -.- hi:miparFsitic phanerogcm) weighs hezvily on the 
prospects of dry ccr::zJ.s throughout the dry tropica!_ ZOIIC. Exhaus- 
tivc: stud_iss, wi-th join-t work by -!;hi: FhyeiologisL, agronomist snd 
pisnt breadcr, seem to bc warranted to 11.~~:: i: grsz-ter undr:rs-Landing 
of th- phenomens that con-Lroi -the popula~lion and ti L: v L" 1 o p m c; n t o f -t hi s 
parnsiti-c plan-k, and formula",z control technFqu.;s for prcven-Lion and 
eradication. 
6 
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_!. L thz problsm of striga must not overshadow 
---&.A--.-- - = - .- 
/ ” S 0 i .I s  / -A--L &._A -.-- ,. ., 
Q  grc2.i; number of opera-Lions and p~rticuiar1.y those 
czrried ou!: by IRAT in Senegal hzvr, led to formulating techniques 
for f undamen-kally improving Thai sai3.s in -the dry tropici7il zone, 
by combining thr: i:f-fects on -thz phys<cal., chemical 2nd biochemical 
chercctcristics. Rcs, r:?rzh has d~.:~71+; with the following points, 
for which dsfinj--lc r:.:su:ts Ili:vc bzsn ob’cained ; 
- fer-kilizcr farmul:::? havi: becn prepared for -I;h:: mF::in 
grclwing regions and for dj.ff 2r2n-k I_eveSs of productivity; 
- I s2cu(ji-is on th _ dgn,-mics of nitrogen in the soil h:vz bee 
und,r-izsken nnd h?v:: b-gun -to throw nEw light on some: ph:: 
nomen;: which had bi;en wrongiy intcrprekad (immobiliz?tio 
of minErzi ni-krogen in organic form during the rainy 
sexson, minerelizaiion process ct thy rhiznsphcdre IcvcI., 
. . s  . ); 
- rescnrch on crop rota-lions; 
- growing crons under spccizl conditions (sorghum after 
floodina in ‘ill2 Sci-iagc^l_ V,3lley, 
PJorth Cgmi;roun); 
sorghum p1=n-tzd out in 
n 
n 
- cu~-~~-Tl 'g c-' c  C, n i r; u :A s .&.<.A ~ , (sowing rites 
-) f 
nnd m::t hods 9 mechaKi.- 
,_1 7c::-. crop crire, ~ . . ormuLa%ed for mosi; of the regions. 
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5 - IMTENSIFICATICN OF THE CRU?PIf\l'G SYSTEMS .-Y- -.a-*. -. * ._A.A_^-.L.L- A ~&.~A_S --...-.AI.---L..--.^ --...-.- . . . . . 
For 2 long time, this agricul-kur2.l system formed pnr-k 
of the b~l~ncc! in th- :nvironm~,nC. 
Intraduclng c;:sh crops end se'cting up F: mclrket ccanomy 
has Ells0 up s c-2 t II c n a-i; u 1:s l b E 1.~ n c ;: . E 2 c 2 u s c o+? -t he 10~ o u-i p LIP u f 
traditional craps and -thz new nvcilzbili.Ly of mon;3y, -i;hc popula- 
tions -tend -to ccnsums nc.:w foods-Luffs -the.-t ari: not produced on the 
fcrms (rice, whc a-t 9 c -I; c * ) a 
Th: work 5n Scneg;71 on this subj;.ct is bzszd upon rcse~rch 
restJ.'L-2s on soi!. fcr-tj,lity n n d p o-2 e nt i 2 ii-t i (: s 2nd Lhc crop suitabili- 
ty o-F the d iffcr-nt rr:gions. Th<:s work involves ~11 the; scientific 
branches 2nd includtis, in Fx5iculer, s'i;udi-s on thz fol..lowing as- 
pzcts : 
- N c w c u 1-i; u r a I -1; L c h n i q u c: s connoc-i;kd with problems concerning 
fer-i.iJ-i-ky 9 soi-1 physics (plaughing) ona ' "ihl: partieuinr 
requirements of n2w plan-ts (dwarf ci2rcal vpric-i~ic.s for 
i:x~:~npl;: ) ; 
- Labour rcquircm;nts of the f?rm c;ccording to -';he climate I . c 0 n s -; rf: 1 n -t s p t ‘n 12 work in cl m ;! c h-in i c ~1 L: q ui pm c n -t t h 17 -k c 2 n b c 
used, 
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innov&ions nozrc s;;-kis-Fzc-Lorily end study the constrzinks c;nd in-kc- 
,- rackions -they product when combined 2nd else ~sscss thz economic 
EffEC-i;S l 
Beynnd this s-kudy phase: in 4~ h (2 s-t 2 -t i 0 n ~ IRAT has felt -1ht 
need to tzcklti 'ihs ngricuitural, ccnnomic znd hum,?n pzoblcms invol- 
ved in introducing new t::chniqucs .i_~l-ko khc rur=;l znvironmcnt itse1.f. 
This forms -:hc objpctivc of -khi Expr:rimcntal llevziopmznJ< 
Units se-t up in South znd Easel Sine S;l.Soum. 
5 - POST-HARVEST TECHNOLOGY -.A.e...B -.-.-e.&.AdA _. ~_~_--.-._ 
In p::r-kicul.::r, ;: mcthad must hi: found for producing a 
S t P b i 1 i. i i:. d f L 0 u r -.-F%::r huil.+rig c;nd millfng, zvcn in thil: village, if . _ __ 
-the rssczrch and d:vc.l.onmcnc efforts being undzrt<?ken to modernize 
-tit-r: grcitiiny of this nutritious ccrcal crc to servi: any plirpos:?. 
A substznkial con!;ribution -to solving some; af these: pro- 
blems has bczn made by the s-tudi::s c-k B;:mbcv on miile-t threshing nt 
-the villngc level- and by pcrfccting vnrious types of mz:tz!- and con- 
c r rd -t ;: Silas + Bu-i -i; h c scope for work is vns4c and -~hcse qt.!Ls'iions shou 
bc dzelt bd i -i; h i n c 0 n j 0 n r- '- bL~on with spr;cialis-!zs in stored product pro- 
t 0 c t i 0 n a 
7- STORED PRODUCE PROTECT ION L_--IL..s-..L .- --n A--.. -- _ _- A .-A 
.d 
- LO - 
Thi; s-;udic:; so Scr undcrtakzn have Loci -to formulating 
simple Lcchniques -thr7-t mcy !JC us:zd by the: farmer nnd zr;: relztiv;- 
ly inexpensive. In p::r-ticulr:r interesting rzsui-Ls P~CC obkeincci by 
storing cowpez in plus-2ic Sags .:nd pro-tccting -thu s~‘zds s-torcd in 
this way carbon tctrnchloridc - but with new equipmr.:n-t c:nd new pes- 
C’ Lxcides cppcoring on the market it is neccsszry -to rcvisr: thL2 rc- 
suits ob-toinL;d 2nd seek nL;w tcchniqucs -I;hat are morz relinblci or 
simply less expensive. 
Extraits du Rapport 
MINGS - DOGGET - SAUGER 
A basic premise of this proposal is that the Institute should 
be set up and should function in such a manner as to strengthen and 
support national programs with the crops and topics concerned> both in 
the : ..:::i country and in other nations S rather than compete with or replace 
national programs. Further, it would expect to develop close linkages 
with such national and regional programs in all parts of the world having 
similar ranges of ecological conditions and in which these crops appear 
to have high potential value. 
The team wishes to emphasize these principles s-wrongly and 
to suggest that the trustees and staff of the Institute keep them prominently 
in view as the Institute and its programs are established 
In recommending the establishmentof a single major insti- 
tute f the team recognizes that this can meet the needs effectively only if it 
is closely linked with, serves, and maintains close working relationships 
and communication with a series of regional and national programs throu- 
ghout the relevant areas of the world. The International Rice Research 
Institute (IRRI) p rovides an excellent model of how this can work Without 
going into detail, suffice to say that very close working relationships have 
been established with national programs in the Philippines, Korea, Japan, 
Vietnam, In:bonesia, Republic of China, Malaysia, Thailand, East and 
West Pakistan, India. and Ceylon.: Some of these national programs have 
been linked formally to IRRI by contracts between IRRI and foundations or 
government agencies providing direct support to some phases of the res- 
pective country programs In other cases: the relationships have been 
less formal. In all cases. however? these countries have had free access 
to all the genetic materials in the Institute which they wished for and 
could use The-y have sent trainers to IRRI and their scientists have parti- 
cipated in IRRL workshops and seminars, There have been frequent and 
numerous visits of IRRI staff members to these countries for consultation 
and of national program staff members, administrators, and program 
leaders to IRRI 
Outside Asia, other international research institutes (CIAT 
and IITA) have added rice specialists with experience at IRRI to their 
core staffs to assist in developing regional rice improvement programs 
in th.:ir respecti.ve regions (Latin America and Africa), being able to draw 
upon IRRI’s resources in materials, staff, and training facilities for sup- 
port 
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Recently, the West African Rice Development Assoc;.ation 
has been Drganized, with FAO and UNDP suppsrt, to fncilltate regional 
cooperation fn ri.ce production research and improvement in West Africa, 
Again tl:e mazerizls, staff reScmFcese and tPainir,g facilities of IJXWI can 
he drawn on for support to this regi.onal progsu-n, 
Lin.ks with other national and/or x-egional programs zre being 
e s tabli shed, A sTm’11ar outreach program is bea.ng developed by CIMMYT 
for wheat a3-i.d rnz~ize growing ccuntries, It is visualized that ICRISAT will 
take advantage of ?h:s experiense in developi:1g close l.inkagea to regl,onai 
and natim&, programs in the va~isus parts of the world it is designed to 
serve? Success IS due in large part to flexibiij.ty of organization, coDrdi- 
nation of eifcrt, and the can.duct of the a.pplied stages of the research. in 
the areas where the crop is actually .ic be grown.. 
3 is suggested that the system which. has come into being in 
association. with iRRT n-my be regarded as a reasonable model for ICRISAT. 
Et is s-z;=gested &at the rrszin center should concentrate on the basic pro- 
blems and asure that the full range of geretic materi.zls of these crops 
3s m&de avaliz.ble ts alI s&Cons desiring them, 3nless auc’h z chain of 
stations i$ associated -wCth the Institute, its effectiveness will be very 
Pestrlcted, :‘- 5s therefore recommended that, parallel wi.th the estabkish- 
rnent of the Ixstitute, support be given far strengthening associated re- 
search activities on selected govermment statlmza or university sites 
thyoughou+ the belt of the dyyland tl-epics, Such a. strengthening of local 
effort appears Ct.-d1 to the full success of IGREAT. In order for thi:s effort 
to be most effective -Ind in the interest of assur!.ng the closest possible 
cooTdinatisn, the Institute could weI.1 be the medium through which addi- 
tisrlai resaur’ces far strengthening national a.nd regional programs could 
be chz,ar;,eled, This could take the form of grant.s or contracts with the Ins- 
titute to prohvide for support to specified regXsnz! or national programs, 
While prsvldir,g a certain am.ount of money TV the basic support of the 
Institute s at iezst some of the assistance agsnc’ie~ .xn.sy also wish ts ini.- 
tlate ziad ts be responsi.b%e for such specific pPoJects IE in.d.ividual countries. 
Africa has several regional programs for work on sopghu.m 
and millets.. L”n West Afri.ca, Bambey serves the Savannah zone fop short 
temm sorghum ar,d millets, -while Samaru um.der pysject 26 -with STRC/OAU 
serves the ~whsle: r egi on, Its logical ecological region> howeve-r? is t.he 
guinea, sorghum belt, where the long term vameties ox’ .sorgh.um and millet 
a.re grmvr.- 
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West Africa ~--~ 
Outside of India, a significant portion of the sorghums and 
millets (Pennisetum mllPet) to be found in the ecological zone of concern 
to ICR.L§AT, is grown in West Africa. 
‘Important work 1s actually being carried out in that part of 
the worid, jn Senegal, and Niger, by BRAT on short-term millets and 
sorghums (80 to 100 days), and in Ni.geria through the joint project. noa6 
and in Upper Volta again by ‘IRAT for the long-t-pm millets and sorghums 
(120 to 150 days), The first group is principally located in ecological zone 
V4 (2 to 4 l/2 months of rainy season) and the second group in zone V 3 
(4 l/2 to 7 months of rainy season) as described jn Cray”s report, 
The mechanism outlined earlier for East Africa could very 
well be adopted -in this area although several factors peculiar to this 
region would hav-e to be taken into account : 
- firstly, a great number of countries are involved, some being 
anglophone and others being francophone ; 
- secondlyS there already exist networks of research for the same 
crops extending over all of these countries, One of these is pro- 
vEded by PRAT in francsphone countries within the framework of 
the needs as they are defined by the different governments and 
through. joint financing by the countries concerned, by France 
and by ot?:er agencjes, The other is joint project n” 26 of the 
OAU which is financed by USAID and which is concerned with 
cereals within the countries of that part. of Africa ; 
- thirdly, certain programs which would normally beun&r&eTTl- 
sabi’iity of the new Institute because of their general scope are 
already being intensely pursued in this zone and care should be 
t.aken to avoid their duplication or suspension, This is the case 
for h?sic studies on the physiology a-nd genetics of cereals OX on 
si? sciences, as well as for stud.es of a more practical nature 
such as agricultul-al engineering and production systems, 
It should then be agreed : 
- on the one hand that the programs of the Institute take into account 
research now being done in these countries in order to avoid du- 
p;lic3tionsS with the understanding that there would be a free e:-):.- 
change of research results ; 
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- on the other hand that the outreach programs of the Institute 
be channeled through the network of existing research programs, 
one for short-term cereals, the other for long-term cereals. 
This constitutes an advantage for simplifying linkages rather 
than having to deal with each country separately since the 
dialogue would be engaged with two regional organizations 
that represented by IRAT and the other by joint project no 26. 
The Bambey center in Senegal, thus associated to the 
International Institute, with its secondary stations, would be the 
relay station for short-term millets and sorghums, Senegal in this 
respect has the advantage of providing across a North to South 
distance of 500 km, at less than 300 km from Bambey, the entire 
range of rainfall from 300 to 1, 500 mm. This allows for the selection 
of the best combinations of varieties? of cropping patterns and of 
production systems to be recommended for the zone, The possi- 
bility of envis’aging year round irrigation at Richard-Toll should 
be considered as a favorable asset in expediting the research work, 
Dissemination to other countries could be rapidly achieved due to 
the existing network, Samaru would serve as a relay to Bambey 
for the anglophone countries concerned with short-term cereals, 
The Samaru center in Nigeria would be similarly 
associated to the International Institute for long-term millets 
and sorghums and the dissemination would be provided through the 
existing joint project no 26, Bobo-Dioulasso in Upper Volta would 
serve as a relay to Samaru for francophone countries for these 
long-term cereals, 
None of the grain-legume crops chosen for ICRISAT 
are now extensively grown in West Africa although the same allo- 
cation between Samaru and Bambey, based on the ecological requi - 
rements, could apply as well for those legumes crops ( ex. cowpea) 
which are important to the region. 
‘The same principle applies to the study of farming 
systems which will have to integrate these different crops in 
addition to cotton, in varying proportions according to the eco- 
logies, the soils and the social customs. 
ANNEX $1.1 
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AT IAR (SAM?,RU) 
improved loc,al varieties have been selected and re- 
commended for the major sorghum growing zones (see list). Work 
on local varieties stopped in 1970. 
Higher yields are now being sought through dwarf 
varieties and hybrids which will allow more intensive culti- 
vation and higher fertilizer rates. These varieties/hybrids 
however need to be quite specifically adapted -to the different 
ecological zones because of the requirement that heading should 
be at the 2nd of the rainy period. 
The alternative approach of using non-sensitive va- 
rieties, and varying the data of plnnting so as to obtain ma- 
turity at the correct period, is being investigated. 
Dwarf sorghums are being bred both by crossing and 
selection, nnd in composites, using genetic male starility. 
In 1971 Dwarf varieties have given yields of up to 
4 I 000 kg/ha and an experimentnl hybrid gave 5,000 kg/ha. 
PI ILLET 
Breeding work is performed on both the main types 
of millet, rfgero'i (early millet) and “maiwa!’ (late, photosen- 
sitive millet). Gero types have rather a wide adaptation while 
maiwa varieties are of limited adaptability. 
Selected local va rieties have been produced both 
of gero and maiwa$ but gains have been less -th(an 15 73, though 
yields of 2,500 - 3,OG kg/ha can be obtained with these types. 
II w a r f synthetics and composites have beon formed 
though difficulty is being experienced with downy mildew, grain 
smut, and sugary disaasc. Dwarf Experimental A-B lines of both 
the gero and maiwo type have b-en produced, and hybrid testing 
will commence in 1972, 
MA I ZE 
The future possibility of high msize yields in -the 
Guinea and Sudan Snv,xnnas must be considcrcd in relation to 
the millet/sorghum research. P4;~ize yields of 6-7,000 kg/ha and 
more have regularly been obtained nt high rates of fertilizer 
on research .ond Government farms, and thus farmers willing to 
use advanced fzrming practices may be more attracted to maize. 
INSTITUTE FOR AGRICULTURAL RESE:iRCH 
Sorghum Si.:ed Multiplication 
Northern States of N:.geria 
Local vzricties_ - 
Improved local varieties of Sorghum zre recommended 
according to the following list (effective January, 1971) 
Location 
Kafinsoli 
Gusau 
2irmT.n Kudu ) 
Po-tiskum 
Fikr; 
K,ono 
Maiduguri 
Gwoza 
Zzric 
Dnrazo 
T. Fnnr-, 
Daudzwa 
0sc;ra 
Zuru 
Sarn3ru 
Mubi 
Hong 
Kaizma 
Mokwa 
Kwali 
L-2 .- c-1 lc 
Yzndev 
Lowlands 
Jalingo 
Gxnye 
Lowlands 
Osare 
osar7 
Selection 
YG 5760-3-10 
G59 
G26-3-1 
SFFSO 
SFF60 
FFBL3-I-6 
FDI 
M L 4. 
Zone 
Sudan S=vnnna 
Eastern Sudan 
S ;? v -3 n n a 
Northern Guinea 
Savanna 
-3 
Derivad Savanna 
Northern Guinea 
Savsnnc? 
Southern Guinea 
and Derived Snvanna 
76 Improvement 
of selection 
Southern Guinea and 
Derived Sc;v2nn:? 
-3- 
I)ltj3rf Sorghum Varieties are recommended in the 
Nclrthern Guinea zone at the following places. 
Locstion m Averaqe yield in trial (Miriimum 3Yrs 
Zzria area 
Zoria clre3 
Daudawa 
Z o n k w 2 
Bauchi 
Hong 
H 0 n g 
SK 5912 3,159 
Ci<-FF 2123 1 854 9 
CK-FF 2123 2,042 
SK 5912 920 
SK 5912 2,237 
SK 5912 2,219 
gsK-bix 2141 2,419 
,! suggested 3 st3g~ sys-kern of multiplication of sor- 
ghum variztics is outlined below which Mill rezlisc about 70 tons 
of seed per year. 
I ,/ii acre (including disc:rds) Pl-nted from Foundation seed sup- 
plied nnnu;lly from I&R yields 
50 lb pure seed excluding produce 
of disc.zrd edge zrer:. 
s -t 3 q e I 
2+ zcri: (L 1 lnc uding disczrds) Plaznted from Stage 0 szed. Yields 
2,250 lb (at 1,000 lb/ncre) axclu- 
ding disc-rd. Multiplication rnte 
zpprox. x 90. 
2130 7crc Yields 160,000 lb (zt 800 lb/,zcre) 
Multiplication rate Tpprox x 80. 
Sufficient to sell to farmers to 
plznt 15,000 -acres. 
Note -- : Plznting znnu:lly z.t 3 ya,zrs ~11 stages will be plzntcd 
in I t 1 e S 2.X C: y i: 2 r e If guzr:nt.2ed storage exists -z lnrger 
S-iioge 0 could be plzntad biennu.?lly -to supply 2 ycr?rs 
of S-LTige I. 
COS’C -- 
P,pproximzte coats of cultivation on multiplication scheme 
(does not include co& of 13nd, supervision, stor-ige or 
transport), 
-4- 
Sorqhum, per cc ” e 
Seeding p cultivation Y mechnnical ,znd hand f 10 
Fertilizer l ~.‘.~~*~~...~~.0~~~...,.~.~~. 3 
H,3rvesting ;;nd threshing OI~..~~~03*..,.0 3 
B:?gs ,Znd insecticide eO,..O..,,.e.ts.aa. 2 
Totzl 2 10 
---- ---- 
One unit of multiplic~?tion (Stages 0 and I) cost 
10 x  2 3/d- :zcre = 2 50 ,znd produce 2,250 lb seed, which will 
pl::nt 225 acre. (it 2 25 par ton 2,250 lb = Z 25. Therefore to 
pay for the cost of multiplicetion seec! for Stnge II should be 
sold a-t 5.4 pence par lb or 4/'6ti per acre (A0 lb). 
;\I 0 .i; e Staga II is not costed 'here since it largely de- 
pends on price prjid tcj contr-,ct 7E;rmcr. It is suggestcd thrt 
price to be p,zid to such ;1 f:Trmer is fixed before soswing, <and 
-th::“i -the fGzsmer is gunr;ntced a basic return per zcr[;, provided 
hz hc;s complied with the instructions for cultivation. 
Cu.ltivatioil 
,is per Szmaru T::chnicnl notes Vol. I AI.?, but Stages 
0 and I should receive at le,~st double the normal 8mcun-L of fer- 
tilizzr. 
Essential points 
Seed rzte of 10 lb/acre ::ssumed (hnnd planting) 
(6 lb/acre if machine planted). Stcges 0, and I to he c-refully 
grown on Farm Centrss with ,zdsqua-te isolation distzncos (400y62rds) 
from o-lher sorghum, wi-Lh perimeter discnrd to plots, 
S-kage II presumably will bc on selected farmers'farms 
(but see modified system below). SORE contamination is bound to 
0 c c  ii .r a t this s-I;ztge i? n d h:rvestod seed shoulci nriit be used for 
further multiplication. The m::in part of the cost, ,as with a11 
schemes, will be it this skag;3, -7nd will greatly depend on what 
price it is n 2 c c s s .7 s y to pC!y to the contrzc-t farmer to back the: 
seed, 
EOSP of roquinq, ,\ll tall varie-ties mcntioncd above closely 
resehble the respective uninprov~d types end 2rti hzrd to rogue. 
There-Fore instructions for disc.zrds and isolation distances 
should ba observed. 
I2 w3 r-P v  i3 r ie t i e s  9 i;~hilz liable to be contaminated -to 
-the ssme extent ;i:; the tall varieties, arc easy to rogue, ?S 
-the of-?--typzs ;~re usii:lly tall and cnn be tot7,lly eliminated 
before flowering. 
-!j- 
Modi-Fied s\jstcn of multimc?tion 
It mny be desirable to grow z limited amount of 
S.j--gg II on Stats farms, The disposal of Stcge I crop would 
be modified : 
Stage I 2 + Ecres Yields 2,250 lb cleaned seed. 
divide 
E E 
1,950 lb sell to farmers 300 lb to pl;?nt 30 acres of 
(plznts 195 2cres) Stag2 II on Stnte farms. 
Yields 30,000 lb for sale to 
farmers 
Total seed production from modified system is 31,950 lb 
(say 32,000), enough to plant 3,200 acres. 
costs (modified system) 
Stages 0 2nd I z 115 
Staij~ II (30 3~~3s) 2540 
Handling (It?, per lb) 
2nd bagging (l/-per 
bq) cods (i,c.-t;ur- 
ning out 3,200 b3gs 
of IO lb zech) s2 93 
Si37E ----- --_-- 
3,200 lb seed zt 6d lb >zt 
plc;nting time iC800 
3,250 begs at cost (?/- 
per bag 21 60 
(i.i; one ICI lb bog cos-ts n to-to1 af 6/-'LO buy) 
Seed sold nt 6' 
in 
tile multiplicstion CITCCIS would enxblc seed to bc sold it ;$ 
cheaper rz-te. 
D.J. ;1rldr2ws. 
1 ai; 
- 
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The figures Faint out the percentage of time spent 
by the scientist on the concerned crop. 
Cost per man/annum - % N 1!,5Ocj 
1 ^; N = 3 U.S. ;; 
Recurrent --.--.-.. - --.L_- 
Salary, 
3ssistants emol-uments 
'laily paid Steff 
Supplies 
Travel 
Administration, <proportion) 
Conference cost 
iYisceiI.aneous 
Housing (3.1 
iak2oratory 
* 9oes not include any expatriate allowances 
;fs (British 
: 7[3ii - iJ u t c h : g[-jb I >,r;>;p 3c.U) * 
